Internship <DevOps everywhere>
Description
Are you ready to automate impossible? We are and we are offering you joining us in
amazing journey of DevOps automation. We believe we are the best industry experts and
we are challenging status quo every day.
You will be tackling challenging areas of automation to put DevOps on the next level. We
see you diving into areas of automation in configuration, deployment, testing, rollback of
software and data management systems, analyze transformation and transition impact,
barriers and enablers for the enterprises, and what predictions can be made about the
breakthrough and adoption rate. Elaborate on the impact of fundamental changes on
business processes from technology perspective.
Accenture will help you by providing access to subject matter experts, internal research
done in this field, and contacts with our clients to conduct interviews and collect data.
We encourage candidates to develop their own research questions in the area of Cloud
Migration, which meets both academic demands and Accenture interests.
Place in the organization
This internship will take place in Infrastructure Services in Accenture Netherlands.
Qualifications:






You are in your last year of study in university, preferably in the IT and business
related subjects.
You are familiar with business, IT, telecommunication or networking;
You are a team player with excellent communication skill;
You are fluent in Dutch and English speaking/writing;
You can work independently and know how to tackle issues

What do you get?
 You will receive excellent guidance from a team of experienced consultants for your
thesis/internship;
 You will have an internship salary and a laptop;
 You will have possibility to work within the largest international consulting firm;
Additional information
 Duration:
 Number of hours per week:
 Location:

6 months
40
Amsterdam: Flexible workplace



Start date:

Immediately

How to apply?
If you are interested in this internship, please send your CV and motivation letter to
stages@accenture.com
About Accenture
Accenture is a global management consulting, technology services and outsourcing
company, with more than 305,000 people serving clients in more than 120 countries.
Combining unparalleled experience, comprehensive capabilities across all industries and
business functions, and extensive research on the world’s most successful companies,
Accenture collaborates with clients to help them become high-performance businesses and
governments. The company generated net revenues of US$30.0 billion for the fiscal year
ended Aug. 31, 2014.

